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Worship Service 9:00AM, Sunday

How are we coping with the

?
Carl Fritsche

Our Mission
Statement
We believe that God
has gathered this
congregation and staff
at this time and place in
order to:
Introduce people to
the enduring love of
Jesus found in the
Gospel of Jesus Christ
Invite them to become
part of the family of
God
Instruct them in the
scriptures, God’s word
to us
Involve them in the
ministry of the church,
according to their gifts
Inspire them to go
into the world, making
disciples of others

“stay safe”

How did the pandemic change our lives? The biggest thing
is probably the fact that I often work late and Jackie can't
stand for long periods of time, so neither of us feels much like
cooking at dinner time. As a result we've been big fans of
going out for dinner, something that we used to do 5 or 6
days a week. When that became impossible we did quite a
bit of take out for a few weeks before we started using one
of those services that ships complete meals. It turns out that
we quite like them and they are easily prepared. I would
imagine that we will continue to use them even if and when
things get back to normal. My store closed in mid March but
the owners of my company are exceptional people, and
they continued to pay the entire staff, including
compensating the commission only people! If you've never
worked retail, you don't know how unusual that is! I was able
to do some work from home, and was in the store by myself
multiple times working on keeping displays up to date and
such. We returned, first to an appointment only format, then
opened the store when the state permitted it. Being a high
risk person, I've been pretty particular about staff and
customers wearing masks. It's actually incomprehensible to
me why anyone wouldn't be wearing one, as the science is
pretty adamant about its effectiveness, but here we are. My
boss has been very supportive and I have a schedule that
includes 8 hours of paperwork/computer time at home each
week, and another 2 hours scheduled after the store closes
to allow me maintenance time in an empty store, so about a
quarter of my time is spent not being exposed to customers.
I'm also meticulous about distancing. The other big issue for
me is the fact that making music with my friends has always

Continued from previous page….

been one of the highlights of my
week, and I've genuinely missed
rehearsals and in-person worship. I will
be working on phasing in some music
at worship but again, being a high risk
person, safety is a paramount
concern. Let's please be keeping
each other in prayer that we are all
able to stay safe.
Carl

+++++++

Kathy and Bill Heller
Like most everyone else, we spent the
early weeks of COVID-19 sequestering,
cooking, eating, zooming, cleaning out
drawers and closets, and watching much
too much Netflix and Amazon Prime. Then
Kathy made the bold, but necessary,
move to help our son and daughter-in-law
in California caring for 3 grandsons for 2
weeks, while Bill held down the fort at
home. The benchmarks for Bill's success
were not losing our hound, Maisie, and not
killing any of Kathy's many outdoor flowers
and shrubs. We now have an array of
masks and hand sanitizer to keep us safe
going forward.
Kathy and Bill

Carol-Jeanne and Bob Shaw
Bob and I did just fine during the pandemicforced togetherness! We did quite a bit of
reorganization of the inside of the house. I did
genealogy. He took naps. He did a lot of yard
work. I took naps. We did yard work and we
took naps. As you can see by our photos, we
took togetherness to the next level at times!
We decided to help the neighbors who weren’t
getting paid on unemployment and used a
portion of our $600 extra to help the food bank
as Jesus commanded. That was such a good
feeling! We weren’t hurting so it was good to
help those who were. Just a feel-good thing to
do. Now it is just a thing we do as part of our
weekly shopping.
When we needed to get out, we took rides to
places where there wouldn’t be a lot of people
and wore our masks when we got out of the car.
We visited High Point State Park, Edwin Forsythe
Bird Sanctuary, Delaware River and other
woodsy areas that offer respite and quietness.
We love nature so this was just perfect for us.
We still do that now even though staying at
home isn’t mandatory. We stay home but take
short day trips on the weekends. All the while we
planned our get-a-way 10-day vacation to West
Virginia.
Bob and I went back to work. I went back at the
beginning of July. Bob went back 2 weeks ago.
It is good to be back in the flow of some sort of
normalcy but I miss my rest periods (naps). I
started going to church in person last week and
Bob went back this week to our church. He went
to First Baptist last week for their outdoor service.
Carol-Jeanne and Bob
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Hope Church
is Open Again!
At the session meeting held this week, after a long discussion where many ideas and
options were heard, it was decided to not have worship in the Sanctuary open to the
public at this time. Carl, Nancy, and I will be the only ones there. The liturgist can
continue their duties from Zoom. The worship committee is looking at different ways to
adjust the service that will allow for better engagement while we are not in the building.
We also will be posting signage to remind our nesting congregations of the current
requirements for building usage. A sign-in sheet will be put on the welcome center where
those entering the building, either a group or single persons, will note the time and how
many people were there. This is so we can have a better idea of the flow of people
coming through the building. This is a situation, that I'm sure you all know, that is
continually changing and we are reevaluating what the current realities are and how
that affects us. Please bear with us as we continue to do our best to bring you the word
while navigating these difficult times. Thank you.
Daniel Buckley, Clerk of Session

Safe Practices Necessary for anyone using Hope Church during Covid-19
1. Everyone must sign in and out when entering and leaving the Church.
2. Face masks must be worn while in the Church.
3. Temperatures must be taken by the Thermal Thermometer located in the Narthex.
Anyone with a temperature of 100.4 or over is asked to leave.
4. Social distance by six feet from each other.
5. Use sanitizing wipes to clean surfaces and door handles when leaving.
Thank you for keeping all of us safe during this time.
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The Mission Committee is reaching out to you for a Food Drive for Monmouth Daycare Center.
With the pandemic situation affecting all of us, a modified approach to our Food Drive that we have
done in the past will be conducted.
A large tan plastic container will be placed on one of the benches under the tree in our front yard
Sundays July 19 and 26, 7:30AM to 5PM. It will be labeled 'FOOD DRIVE'. The container will be removed
each Sunday at 5 and replaced the next Sunday
The following, shortened wish list has been suggested by the director. Distribution will be conducted by
her, as each family picks up their child(ren) from the center (as yet no one but staff and the children will
be allowed in the building), she will give them a plastic grocery bag with the items listed. Anything we
can collect is needed and is appreciated.
I think we can do this! I will collect the items and assemble them into the plastic bags and deliver the
last week in July. THANK YOU ALL.
Nancy Massa
Donation wish list (please remember, the items will be in the summer heat for a day, so you may want to
steer clear of icings and chocolate)
Cereal
Pasta
Macaroni and Cheese
Cookies
Canned Protein (tuna, chicken)

Breakfast/Granola/Protein Bars
Juice boxes
Crackers
Healthy snacks
Raisins

Jean Buckley
The Pandemic hit and so many things changed! I always had a full week from volunteering at
the Asbury Park Methodist Church in sorting & giving out clothes and serving meals at the soup
kitchen, tutoring with Aslan Youth Ministries, volunteering at the Historical Society of Ocean
Grove and working out at a gym 5 days a week. I was busy, happy and on the go!
Sometime after the Pandemic hit in the early days I would think to myself- is this really real?
What world are we really in? I sure did not put many miles on my car and I set my priorities of
where I really needed to go. Outside of the house I food shop about every ten days, I planned
meals with food that I had in the freezers. I had collected recipes from newspapers, Weigh
Watchers, and more. I place them in plastic sleeves and organized them into notebooks. I am
cooking up a storm!
We only brought in prepared food one time from a local diner for my birthday. I found a fitness
instructor in FL who e-mailed me exercise routines any time of the day. So, I pull out my weights
and mat and have a class. After supper I hit the trails of Woodmere behind the mall and
complete my 10,000 steps on my Fitbit. Many people in the neighborhood are walking and
everybody gives a wave as we pass. I met a neighbor who is originally from Indonesia and we
sometimes meet for our walks. I started to complete some needed gardening projects and met
some friends. I found deer ticks on me and contacted my nurse practitioner for the meds and
blood work needed. Then another friend came along from the yard- poison ivy! Well, the soup
kitchen in Asbury Park opened for meals to go and the people have returned for much needed
food. The clients come to the side door and the meals are prepared to go in a bag. So one
thing is moving in a good direction. What is normal, what will the new normal look like? I am
putting that in God’s hands!
Jean
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Inez Brown
In this season of the Coronavirus commonly
called now COVID-19, the mask and social
distancing for me have become an
adopted way of life to be blessed to see
another day and to ensure that anyone I
came in contact with shopping or socially
that my obedience to wearing a mask
would aid them to achieve the same as well.
Initially, during latter part of March, April into
May, I didn’t change my travels, but now
throughout June and July, I strategically
leave my home only for grocery shopping,
church, doctor’s appointments and visits to
select friends to check on them and
occasionally spend time with godson to sow
seeds of wisdom and to give him a much
needed break from the familiar in his
household.
The driving force to being obedient to the
guidelines set by Governor Murphy and CDC
is undergirded by this thought: I rather stay in
my home more and be guided and
undergirded by the Holy Spirit for the
remainder of 2020 as long as I don’t have to
bury or attend a Homegoing for a family
member, friend, loved one, Church Family or
my brothers and sisters in the faith or affect
anyone’s ability to do the same by my
actions. Therefore, I do not understand the
actions of the insane who do not want to
and refuse to wear a mask and want to fight
those who choose to wear one. My prayer
for them is that these select insane ones are
not added to the more than 3,071,500
people in the United States who have been
infected with the Coronavirus or to at least
the 132,200 who have died. May God
continue to cover all fools and babies. So
today I awake blessed this Saturday
morning, 18 July 2020 to see another day.
#IJN✝️💟
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Rob, Tammy, Mason Weiss
So for the Weiss Family, quarantine has
been unusual. The first couple of
months took a lot of getting used
to. Tammy and Mason working from
home and Rob going to work in
essential manufacturing - we
experienced the changes in routine
differently, but through it all, saw
positives in the extra family time and
meal time we had together and an
appreciation for the people we do get
to see on a regular basis. As the weeks
wore on and monotony entered in,
Mason and Tammy had an opportunity
to head to Florida to visit Tammy's
parents which has proven to be a true
blessing to have this extended time
together. Rob has been keeping
active around the home and busy at
work, and both Tammy and Mason
thankful for technology that allows
them to be anywhere and run the
business, connect with friends, and in
Mason's case get a ton of schoolwork,
projects, and Boy Scout work
accomplished. With the nice weather,
playing cards, walks, bike rides, and
phone conversations fill our evenings
nicely. All in all, we are embracing the
good in this change which we have
very little ability to control.
Rob

Dave and Mary Harris
With all the schools shut down since
March, there hasn’t been a lot of work for
a school bus driver. Mary and I have
pretty much stayed home reading books,
going through our extensive DVD
collection of movies and TV shows (binge
rewatching all 173 episodes of Castle) and
making slow progress on an incredibly
difficult 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle. We have
been camping twice with our daughter
Rebecca and granddaughter Emma in an
adjoining site in their new little camping
trailer. We have “attended” church every
Sunday via Zoom and greatly appreciate
the work that Carl has been doing. Our
prayer is that everyone stays safe and that
things will not go back to normal, but will
go back to better than before.
Dave

Kelly Colao
How I am handling the pandemic.....
It's been a long 4+ months. And looks like it
is going to continue along in the same
vein...It's been confining, and scary, and
frustrating, and challenging in so many
ways. It's so hard to not see family especially grandkids - as often as before.
And missing those little-people hugs bigtime!
But we've had the pandemic coupled with
health challenges for Joe. So it's been an
especially difficult time for us both. I've
been reading devotions about how Jesus
leads us through trying times to grow us into
the people He has called us to be, how
during trying times when we see only one
set of footprints in the sand, "that's when I
was carrying you". Invariably, trying times
are a "wake-up call," pulling us into closer
fellowship with Jesus. I can certainly attest
to this! And for that, we must be thankful....
Also, during this pandemic, unfortunately
the refrigerator has been much too
convenient! And I've been using some
spare time trying new recipes (I love to
cook!). People are joking about the Covid15. Yup! I've got 'em! So I'm thinkin' that a
weight-loss group might be appropriate for accountability! Anyone else in??? We
can all be praying for each other for that
weight-loss, healthier living goal, too!
God be with us all as we continue to walk
down this uncertain road. And praise God,
in spite of all of the unrest and hate and
rioting and looting and sickness and death,
we have "read the End of the Book" (as
they say), and we know Who wins!
Maranatha, Lord Jesus!
Kelly
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Transition Team by Nancy Massa
As we knew, Rev. Rack was planning on retiring at the end of April; finding a new parttime pastor was a necessity. In order to follow procedure for this endeavor, a Transition
Team, appointed by Session, was formed.
The Team consists of Nancy Massa, Chair, Steven Buckley, Vice-Chair, Fred Bauch, Kelly
Colao, Joan Donnelly, Carl Fritsche, and Gayle Hiscock. Ken Park from Monmouth
Presbytery is our COM representative and a consistent member of the team as well.
The assignments given to the Team were to 1) provide a Pulpit Supply for our weeks of
transition, 2) complete and submit the Ministry Information Form (MIF) and, 3) select
candidates from responses received, interview and, in conjunction with Session select a
new minister.
We have the blessing of Carl volunteering to be our Pulpit Supply speaker for ‘as long as
you need me’. Carl feels strongly about literally gifting his skills and efforts to Hope. Carl is
a candidate for CRE (Commissioned Ruling Elder) and feels that his preparation and
delivery of sermons for us will be excellent preparation for this call and he will accept no
monetary compensation for his gift. Hope will give Carl receipts for his donated speaking
fees and he will have accurate financial records for tax time. Thank you, Carl, for your
huge gift to Hope!
The congregation has also been offered the opportunity to preach, should they feel the
call to do so. Dave Harris volunteered for June 7. Nancy Massa will preach on July 19,
which is Carl’s birthday – Happy Birthday, Carl.
While the service is done through Zoom only, we did not offer communion.
We have opened up the church and, with prescribed safety restrictions in the building,
are conducting live service and Zoom simultaneously. Rev. Cynthia Wilcox has preached
for us on July 5 and offered communion, although many congregants remained on Zoom.
She will preach again on August 2 and offer communion then as well.
The Transition Team met via Zoom and had 7 meetings. Homework was assigned after
each meeting – there was much work to be done. We completed the MIF and submitted
it and the requested Mission Study that the whole church participated in at the end of
June. The completed Ministry Information Form is currently under review by COM at
Presbytery and we await their approval. At that point the information goes to PCUSA and
we pray for a response from just the right candidate for Hope. Please join our prayer, that
in this difficult health pandemic, the Lord will guide us and guide a new part-time pastor
to us.
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Fulfilling our ministry requires a safe, functional, and beautiful church and sanctuary. In recent
months, the Property Committee and members of the congregation have overseen numerous
projects as we seek to maintain our building and provide for a safe worship experience.
• The carpets were cleaned throughout the church
• Bathrooms cleaned
• Every surface vacuumed
• Nancy cleaned all other areas in the sanctuary, John Calvin and elevator and areas
outside of the bathrooms. Thank you Nancy.
• The building gutters were cleaned. Thank you Bob, Charlie and Fred.
• The new AC that supports the south-side of sanctuary was purchased and installed on
Wednesday, 8 July.
• Kelly Colao cleaned the refrigerator. Thank you Kelly.
• Flower beds and the Prayer Garden were weeded and new flowers were planted.
Thank you Kathy, Nancy, Kerri.
• Trees and bushes were trimmed. Thank you Carol-Jeanne, Bob, Tyler and Conner.
• And thank you Inez for your constant maintenance and attention to detail.
• And thank you to all the myriad people that I failed to mention.
Thank you Property Committee and thank you Sextons who kept your commitment to maintain
the church’s cleanliness throughout the shut-in period that made the final pre-opening
cleaning not as labor intensive.
Many thanks to all of those who have made donations to support these essential
improvements. If you would like to contribute, please speak with Treasurer Inez Brown.
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PRAYER REQUESTS - 7/12/20
Joan
Trafford

Again, I would like to thank Carl Fritsche for exceptional worship message.
Prayers to all who are ill, depressed, unemployed, and lonely during this pandemic.
Blessings for my family, grandchildren and friends, to “keep the faith”, stay safe and wear a
mask!

Doreen
Clark

Continued prayers for Lori, Audrey and Josiah.
Prayers for Michele and Kippy Walker, husband and wife both battling brain cancer.
Also, prayers for the family of Jack MacVeagh who lost his battle with cancer this week.

Rebecca
Strong

Continue prayers for our Virginia that she continues to stay safe and healthy.
Continue prayers for all of us during this pandemic! We will get thru this together as long as we
all work together in following protocol and showing respect. We need to stay strong and fight
this virus, not allow it to beat us!
Love, peace, and hugs for all our family friends near and far!
Kathy, welcome home. So happy you got home safe and sound. Hope your family in California
continue to stay safe and healthy!
Spread the love from a distance!
Amen Carl! Thank you for great service today!

Tammy
Weiss

Please keep my dad on until further notice. I’m so happy to be here seeing him every day!
Great message today, Carl!

Vicki Maneff

Great message! Thank you!

Joan Donnelly

Please pray for Pat as she says good-by to her sister, Shelly, who is on a respirator. Shelly’s life
is in God’s hands, as is all of our’s, but it is difficult and painful to be separated from her,
especially at this time. Give them, and Shelly’s daughter, peace in their hearts to know that God
is in charge and that Shelly will always be in His loving presence and will be cared for by our
Creator.
Be with Tom and Jim as they both fight their separate battles with cancer, and with Annette and
Sue as they stand with their husbands to give them the strength to continue.
Continue to uphold those who may feel alone at this time as we all try to remain hopeful and
grateful for this beautiful day before us. Help us all to live and enjoy this moment, looking neither
back nor ahead- and remembering to say a prayer of thanks for it all. Be with our Miss Virginia,
and all those who are separated from loved ones.
Thanks to all for your continued prayers.

Kelly Colao

+ continued healing for Joe
+ continued prayers for Billy - fighting cancer
+ thankfulness for Carl and his faithfulness. wonderful sermon and worship service this morning!
thank you, Carl!
+ wisdom for our leaders at Hope as we discuss how to proceed during Covid and without
pastoral leadership
+ for our Transition Team as we continue the process of searching for a new pastor for the
people of Hope

Nancy Massa

I'd like to ask for prayers for Joel Stark and his wife Barbara at the sudden loss of their younger
son, Jamie. He was killed by a hit and run driver while he and his friends were riding their
motorcycles Friday night. Please include prayers of support for Jamie's brother Toby, his wife
and Toby's son Andrew, who adored his Uncle Jamie. thank you.
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Thank you to the many of you who continue to financially
support our ministry. We know that many of you are under
duress during this Coronavirus crisis and we greatly
appreciate your thoughtfulness and generosity in paying
your pledges and putting God first.

Below is the current building usage:
Monday - Friday 6:30-7:30 a.m. — Korean Church morning prayer sanctuary
Wednesday 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. — Korean Church weekly Bible Study sanctuary
Saturday, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. — Loud Cry Believers, sanctuary
1st Saturday, 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. — Korean Women Church prayer sanctuary
Sunday: 9:00 - 10:00 a.m. — Hope Presbyterian Church, sanctuary
Sunday: 12 noon to 4:00 p.m. — Korean Church sanctuary
Sunday: 4:00 - 7 p.m. — The Family Church sanctuary
NOTE
—The God Is Faithful Ministry that normally meets on Wednesday from 9:30 - 11:30 p.m.
may not return until Labor Day or after.
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General Assembly Report - June 2020
The 224th General Assembly of PCUSA was supposed to be in Baltimore but due to COVID19, it was held online. Our denomination is the first to use livestream for a large
denominational gathering. It was also, the first time for PCUSA. It was a totally different feel to
a General Assembly. They met via ZOOM and had documents to review through a program
called PCUSA-Biz. There were a total of 787 attending online. There were 326 commissioners
elected by Presbyteries across the country. The first day they elected new co-moderators –
Elona Street-Stewart and Gregory Bentley. Even though they could not be physically present,
they had a worship service with communion that could be heard in three languages –
English, Korean and Spanish. A Bible study on Lamentations 5:20-21, “Lament to Hope”, was
offered and it was studied as the theme for the gathering. They looked at the passage as it
relates to today’s issues of racism and COVID-19. This GA was different in that it did not deal
with any Book of Order overtures, as there was no opportunity to study them through GA
committees prior to the meeting. These were all deferred to the 225th GA in 2022. If the items
were of vital importance, financial, or could not wait for the 225th GA, they were dealt with.
The GA did take a stand on racial issues, that we need to be part of the solution and not part
of the problem. A 8.46 minute silent vigil, the amount of time a Minneapolis police officer put
his knee to the neck of George Floyd, was held, not only to honor Floyd, but to “remember
and repent” for the sins of “ignoring and marginalizing” peoples and churches throughout
the denomination. General Assembly is our highest level of government in the PCUSA. Items
that our Session deals with, flow up to the Presbytery, thru the Synod, to General Assembly,
are studied and worked through our system of government.
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How do we have a church service when we can’t get together?
Apostle Paul shared his faith and spread the Gospel when he was locked up
in a prison cell. He used the “tech” of the day, Letter Writing. Now we can’t
be together, granted, for a very different reason, but fortunately we have
some new “tech” that is helping us make it through! Welcome to the world
of ZOOM. We have had wonderful, meaningful worship, enjoyed beautiful
music and shared prayer. I look forward each Sunday to seeing the smiling
faces of friends. Even seeing the names on the screen of those without an
online camera is comforting. We are all still together, still a family, and still
following in Christ’s footsteps.
Mary Harris

Behind the Scenes
Since Paul left I assumed the Zoom responsibilities for our church. This mostly
involved monitoring the Sunday Worship Service and muting and unmuting
people at the proper times. This took a couple of weeks to get the hang of but it's
been working out pretty good. When I moved into the sanctuary this added a
few new challenges. I have two external cameras that I am able to switch back
and forth from. One on the pulpit and one on the congregation. Carl and I are
working on getting the sound from the sound system into Zoom. Currently, as long
as you're on the pulpit that camera will pick you up and Carl has his mic going
right into his computer. I've also been creating additional Zoom meetings under
our account for the use of different church groups such as the Session and
Deacons.
Daniel Buckley
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Mask-wearing and social distancing are
spiritual practices
Presbyterians Today July 3, 2020

Practicing precaution is a loving act of care
By Jason Whitehead | Presbyterians Today

Sometimes a great disruption provides the catalyst for change. Sure, disruptions can be painful, causing
grief and anger. They can tear at the foundations of safety and security that we’ve built to sustain us in
the world. Disruptions, by their very nature, rupture our lives.
Let’s be clear from the beginning, though. Disruptions are not put into our lives by God. They aren’t
tests of faith or punishments for sin. Disruptions are facts of life. They are a part of being human in a
really complex world. If you care about
something, then you will experience a
disruption at some point in your life.
And, while a disruption is not a cosmic
message, it is a powerful moment that
requires care and attention. In the interplay
of grief and anger and anxiety, there might
be something worth learning given enough
time, distance and reflection.
I live in a home with my spouse and two
young girls. I recognize the privilege of a
roof over our head and food on our table
and (mostly) meaningful work we can
(mostly) do from home. At the same time,
I’m constantly aware of the recent disruptions on all our lives. While writing this short piece, the 8year-old has: made a smoothie for breakfast; argued with my spouse about putting spinach in it; made a
poster for school and needed help spelling words; rinsed dishes; loudly proclaimed her intentions for
the day; annoyed her sister; and, wandered around the house singing and seeking our attention for one
thing or another.
While this happened around me, I could feel my anger rise and fall. My fist would clench, and my
chest would tighten. Words, some harsh and some soothing, formed in the back of my mind. Of course,
these were natural reactions to my disrupted schedule. They were also unfair to my 8-year-old. She is
only doing what she does best — being 8.
Reflecting on this, I see the struggle within me. It’s a conflict of belief between what’s good for me and
what’s good for the community and our relationships — my need for quiet and concentration and my
daughter’s need for attention and affection. So, I try and take a moment to acknowledge my feelings. I
let the experience of pain, anger and grief of the disruption have some space, and then try to understand
her needs as well. Mentally, I like to think of it as a perceptible pause. Spiritually, I am taking
13

precautions. Taken together, I am trying to develop a faithful response to a new reality, which takes
practice.
“Precaution” is not a word we often associate with a bold and risky faith. Yet maybe we should.
Precautions are preemptive acts of care, like wearing a mask out in public when necessary, agreeing to
sit apart from one another in the church sanctuary when returning to worship in a building, and
refraining from large group gatherings. Precautions aren’t about what is being taken away or limiting
us. When seen as a spiritual practice, precautions take us beyond our heads and hearts in order to
expand our awareness to the world around us. They require us to think and imagine with empathy, then
adjust and act accordingly. Taking precautions means being a “care-full” presence in the world. By
practicing precautions:
•
•
•
•

We place all these needs in conversation with ours rather than one overtaking the other.
We act out of empathy and imagination rather than control and self-focus.
We place the pain of others alongside our own, and act with curiosity and compassion.
We seek the Spirit’s movement within and between us.

To use precaution as a spiritual practice is to co-create with the Spirit an integrated sense of our place
in the world. It considers our emotions, thoughts and practices, as well as how those things intersect
with the world around us. It calls us to respond, rather than just react. When we take in and allow
ourselves to be affected by the world around us, we become aware of the Spirit and how that can help
shape our responses.
In short, precaution as a spiritual practice might be the riskiest thing we could ever do. It means taking
stock of how we react and respond, lamenting our struggles and celebrating our successes. It means
that what we say and do matters to the world around us. It means living into a relationship with the
Spirit that moves in and around us, and allowing that relationship to shape the choices we make in
response.
Jason Whitehead is a therapist, pastor, educator and coach at Mosaic Insight in Denver.

You may freely reuse and distribute this article in its entirety for non-commercial purposes in any medium. Please
include author attribution, photography credits, and a link to the original article. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDeratives 4.0 International License. https://www.presbyterianmission.org/story/pt-0720-

spiritual/
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6
6
10
15
16
19
19
22
27
6
21
26
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Laura Lam
Robert Nuckle
John Waldron V
Adam Hayek
Nicholas Hernandez
Thomas Berkefeld
Carl Fritsche
Betsy Fee
Dave Caffyn
Doreen Clark
Maryann Morris
Kerri Strong
Mason Weiss
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